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American ownership of so much of our economy largely results from
the operations of American multinational corporations . This gives us an
intimate knowledge and special concern in this area . A very high proportion

of our labour force works for American corporations ; key decisions affecting

our economic life are often made on your side of the border .

These are statements of fact, not complaints . Multinational
corporations have brought to us a high degree of prosperity and a great fund
of technology . But it is hardly surprising that a great many thoughtful and
informed Canadians are concerned, nor is it surprising that the Canadia n
Government is preoccupied with the same question .

While our approach to foreje investmentTin general, .and American

inves tment in particular, is and will remain a positive one, Canadians are
determine~tha~ foreign corporations _ shall-servè-Canad ian interests, buttress
Canadian Qriorities and respond to Canadiân-"aspirations . _In both our
sôcietiés, new forces -are coming into plaÿ -- a growing concern about the
health of our physical environment, a search for new qualitative goals to
supplement those that are more material, an urge to equalize opportunities and
living standards in economies plagued by regional disparities . None of this is

ever easy ; in a federal state, it is particularly difficult, as you kno w

just as well as we do .

These new aspirations, as well as basic national interests and
priorities, must be taken into account by multinational corporations if they
are to continue to have the high degree of freedom of action in Canada that
they now enjoy .

In its economic policy, Canada is the most internationalist of
nations . This does not imply abrogation of economic sovereignty, any more than
our internationalist attitude in world affairs implies abrogation of our
political sovereignty .

The nations of the world have learned that they can create inter-
national economic institutions to manage economic relations . I believe that
in years to come we shall be able to develop existing institutions that try
to harmonize power relations -- and find new ones -- to the point where the
intractable conflicts that characterize our times will be capable of manage-

ment .

We need new, more effective and more universal institutions in both
the economic and political fields . I believe we shall find them, by the usual

tedious process of trial and error . They will come into being in response to
changing attitudes . If international institutions are to be effective, they
imply acceptance by all states of limitations upon the exercise of sovereignty,
of the forces of nationalism .

The trick is to differentiate clearly between essentials and non-

essentials . Narrow self-interest and outmoded notions of sovereignty
threaten world prosperity and world security today . If they are persisted in,

the threat they pose will become more menacing .


